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SYSTEMS METHODS FOR SMA CELL UPLINK

INTERFERENCE MITIGATION

[000 Th s application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent App. No.

61/542,043, filed September 3 20 and titled "Pico Cell Uplink Interference

Mitigation/' the entirety of which is hereby Incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE VENTION

[0002] The systems an methods disclosed herei relate generally to

interference mitigation, and more particularly to mitigating interference caused by

user equipment within the uplink range of a s all cel , such as a pi o cell.

BACKGROUND

P 0 Cellular or mobile networks are radio networks which may be distributed

over a large geographical area . This geographical area is divided Into cells.

Each ce l s generally served by at least one transceiver known as a ''ease station,"

which is often fixed in location, and may comprise a evolved node 8 (e ) on a

Long Term Evolution (LIE) system. Together, the base stations ay comprise a

wireless wide area network W AN" , The AN ca also be communicatively

coupled with a public or private network, may include that particular

aggregation of networks commonly known as the Internet

0 04 The cellular network may comprise both macro ells and "small cells."

A ma roce i provides radio coverage served by a high power cellular base station,

which typically has power outputs of tens of watts, and may be mounted on

ground-based masts, rooftops, an other existing structures, at a height that

provides a clear view over surrounding buildings and/or terrain. Small cells, on the

other hand, are generally low-powered radio access nodes, encompassing, for

instance, femiocells, pi cel s and m roce l s. Whereas macroceli may have a

range of a few kilometers or more, small cells generally hav ranges of less than a

couple kilometers (e.g., in a rural setting), and frequently within the range of a



couple hundred meters or less (e.g., 10 te within an urban setting).

operators often use small cells to extend their service coverage and/or increase

network capacity, for example, by offloading traffic from macrocells to s all cells

peak traffic imes

0 5| User equipment, may be mobile and moving, is configured to

establish connections w th the base stations of the macrocells and small cells

which form the cellular network. As used herein, the term "user equipment" (UE)

may refer to a y type of device, Including, without limitation, a mobile station, such

as a mobile communication device . smart phone or other wifeless phone),

tablet computer, and/or laptop computer, as well as a desktop computer. The

connections formed between UEs and base stations ma be established, for

example, using: code division multiple access {"CDMA"}, Global System for Mobile

Communications GSM ), Universal Mobile Telecommunication System U S"

LIE, or the like. Through these connections with the base stations, the UE are

able to establish voice and/or data communications with each other and other

transceivers or receivers within the network or within other connected networks,

including the Internet,

0 Si Small cells, such as femtocelis, pieocells, and mlcroeelfs, may operate

within the coverage area of large macrocells to for a heterogeneous network..

Such a network can provide u iform broadband services across the entire

coverage area of the macrocells. However, when the macroceli and small cells

operate on the same radio carrier, co-channel interference between cells ay

cause a degradation in the performance of the cellular network. While operators

may avoid such interference by allocating separate radio carriers to the macrocells

and small cells, this can impact carrier utilization efficiency, and operators may be

too limited In the amount of available spectrum to afford such an allocation.

A common technique to mitigate co-channel Interference between UEs

being served by a macroceli ("macroceli UE") and UEs being served by a small

cell small-cell UE") is to allocate some of a carrier's sub-carriers for serving UEs

that are neare to the center of the macroceli and other sub-carriers for serving



UEs that are nearer to the edge of the maeroce Th a i UEs are served

using the sob-carriers allocated for the cr f UEs nearer to the center of the

macrocell n som deployments, a small cell may a so use the sub-carriers

allocated for aoro el edge UEs, but the transmission power of the small ceil UEs

is restricted. Thus, the macrocell UEs nearer t the edg of the macrocell do not

Interfere with the small-ceil UEs, and the macrocell UEs nearer to the center of the

macrocell are separated by distance from the small-ceil UEs. Whe a macrocell

UE moves close to the edge of the macrocell and close to the small cell,

measurement reports from the macrocell UE ca trigge the macrocell to restrict

the UE's resource assignments to those sub-carriers allocated for macrocell UEs

nearer to the edge of the macrocell.

[0008] In a similar manner, operators may w s to deploy multiple carriers

within the coverage areas of macroceiis a d small cells and dynamically control

the use of these carriers in order to increase spectrum efficiency. Interference can

be controlled y allocating a carrier or carriers for macrocell UEs nearer to the

center .of the macrocell and small-cell UEs, and allocating a different carrier for

maofocell UEs nearer to the edg of the m cro -e s coverage area and nearer to

the small cell When the macrocell UE moves close to the macrocell edge and

close to the small ce l, It can be handed over t the other macrocell car er or to

the small cell n order to avoid Interference with the small cell.

However, FIG. 1 illustrates a scenario n which a UE being served by a

macrocell may interfere with the operation of a small cell without normally

triggering a handover. As shown, small ceil 0 operates within th coverage area

122 of macrocell 120 and has unbalanced or asymmetrical uplink and downlink

coverage. Specifically, uplink range 132 represents the area in which the s all

ce l is able to receive an uplink signal from U , and has greater coverage than

downlink range 134, which represents the area in which the LIE 10 is able t

receive a downlink signal f om small cell 130. While small cell 130 Is shown as

operating entirely within the range 1 2 of macrocell 0, t should b understood

that the following description of an interference scenario applies to any instance n



which at least a portion of uplink range 2 of small cell 0 is within the

coverage area 1 2 of macrocell 120.

[001 Macrocell 1 0 an small cell 0 operate on on o more common radio

carriers, such that UEs utilizing th macrocell such as UE 0 and UEs utilizing

the small cell 130 may experience co-channel Interference, For example, in the

scenario illustrated in F G. 1, LIE 1 0 is Initially being served by macrocell 120

and Is operating o at least one radio carrier frequency that small cell 30 may

utilize for the UEs being served by small cell 130, UE 1 0 may have been

assigned th common carrier either as a primary cell (PCell) or secondary ceil

(SCef ) UE 10 is within the uplink coverage area of small cell 130, but s not

within the downlink coverage area of small cell 0. in other words, the small cell

0 can receive uplink signals from the UE 0 ut th UE 110 is unable to

receive downlink signals from the small cell 130. Consequently, UE 11 ' uplink

signal Is interfering with smal ceil 130, but E 0 is unable to detect small ce l

130.

1 If the downlink and uplink signals were balanced, the downlink signal

strength at UE 1 0 could trigger a measurement event of the U 10. n the case

without uplink-downlink imbalance, the UE 110 would measure the downlink signal

strength of small cell 130, The UE 0 would then send the measurement

Information to macrocell 120 This transmission of measurement Information

would normally inform macrocell 1 0 about the potential interference at small cell

120 caused by UE 10. Based on the measurement information, macrocell 120

would determine what corrective action, if any, should be taken. For example,

macrocell 120 may Initiate a handover procedure to hand over UE 0 to he

served by small cell 1 0 , o r to continue to h served by macrocell 120 but on a

different radio carrier.

¾ 12 J However, the scenario Illustrated n FIG, 1, the downlink signal

strength from the small cell 130 is ot strong enough at the UE 110 to trigger a

measurement event of the UE . Thus, the ma ro ail s unaware that the

UE 1 is causing Interference for small cell 130, and therefore, unable to mitigate



th interference through corrective action, such as a handover. The small cell 130

could report the uplink interference to a r e!i 0, for example, over a terrestrial

connection between the two bas stations, such as an X2 interface of the LIE

standard. However, even if macroceli 0 is informed of the interference, it would

be unable to take corrective action since the macroceli ay be servicing multiple

UEs, and the identity o the particular i E causing the interference is unknown to

both macroceli 0 and small ce l 0.

Accordingly, there s a need for mechanisms to control the use o radio

carriers in the operation of a cellular network. The LTE specifications include

several mechanisms to assist with controlling interference. UEs are capable of

providing a serving base station with measurement reports of the downlink signal

strength of neighbor ceils. These have been commonly used in mobile systems to

assist with handovers to other cells. For interference management, the

measurement reporting capability has been expanded to allow a base station to

determine whether the UE is operating within the central region of the cell or

whether It is operating n the edge region of a ce l and is near another ce He

triggers for downlink signal strength measurement reporting have been defined to

help the macroceli determine w en a UE is crossing the boundary between the

central region and the cell edge region. However, these triggers are dependent on

the UE detecting and measuring the downlink signal strength of a neighbor base

station, and a common technique for controlling downlink Interference from a small

cel Is to reduce the small cell's downlink transmission power, which is one

illustration of how an imbalance can occur between the uplink and downlink

coverage areas of the small cell, as Illustrated in FIG. 1.

[00143 Another mechanism provided In the LTE specifications to assist with

controlling Interference is the uplink L) High interference Indication (Nil). This

parameter may be used by a bas station to notify other base stations about sub-

carrier allocations being allocated fo resource assignments for UEs near the edge

of a cell Base stations receiving this parameter should avoid assigning these

resources to their served UEs, or should only assign these resources to UEs



transmitting w th lower power. Another LTE mechanism for interference control is

the Uplin Interference Overload dication (0 parameter, which may e

exchanged between base stations and provides uplink Interference information

about one of the sending base station's ceils where t e particular sub-carriers with

uplink interference are identified for a particular carrier, the uplink Interference

measurements have been averaged over a time period, and the uplink

interference is likely being caused by one of the receiving base station's cells, in

some Implementations, O f may be used in conjunction with Hit to notify a base

station when the interference levels dictated by he base station's H t parameters

are ot being met, such that the uplink Interference levels of a cell of another base

station have exceeded a threshold. An Illustrative case would be where a small

cell s operating on the same frequency resources as cell-centric macrocel! UEs,

and one or more macroce UEs are causing excessive uplink interference t the

small cell. The smell cell can report this interference to the macrocel! using the O

para eters. and the macrocell might change the boundary between ts ceii-centric

and ts cell-edge regions. Another illustrative example i the case where a small

cell makes lower power UL transmission assignments to UEs on the frequency

resources that a macrocell has allocated for ts ce!i en UEs, and these small

cell UEs are causing excessive uplink interference for the macrocell. The

macrocell base station may send O.I parameters to the small cell, and the small

cell may reduce the transmission power of UEs transmitting on these frequency

resources.

{ 0 J These current mechanisms fo base stations to exchange uplink

interference Information, comprised of identifying and reporting sub-carriers with

excessive Interference over a t m period, are not effective for reporting and

resolving uplink interference in the scenario illustrated in FIG, 1 Specifically, n

the Illustrated scenario, there is a need to identify a macrocell UE that Is causing

interference to a small cell, A macrocell UE may be assigned different uplink sub-

carriers for each transmission, depending on the radio conditions at the time of

assignment, Thus, identifying the sub-carriers on which the Interference occurs

doe not help to Identify the interfering U n addition, the small ceil uplink



interference caused fey a macrocell UE may not meet t e criteria for triggering an

0 re but may still cause significant interference to the small cel What is

needed is a novel uplink interference indicator tha may be exchanged between

base stations.

[0016] Accordingly, systems and methods are disclosed for mitigating uplink

interference with a small cell caused by a UE being served by a macrocell.

Specifically, in a n embodiment, systems and methods are disclosed for identifying

macrocell user devi e s) that are causing uplink interference to small-ceil user

devices when there Is an uplink-downlink imbalance in the coverage of the small

ceil that causes a situation in which the macrocell user device(s) are unable to

detect and report the downlink of the small cell, and as a result, the macrocell is

not able to identify the interfering macrocell UE s) from small-cell downlink reports,

[0 1? n an embodiment, a method for identifying an interfering macrocell user

device is disclosed. The method comprises, by a first base station of a cellular

network: receiving an interference indication message from a second base station,

th interference indication message comprising an indication that the second base

station Is experiencing uplink interference from at least one interfering user device;

receiving the configuration of th second base station's Physical Random Access

Channel (PRACH), which Includes the frequency resources allocated to th

PRACH and th time slots that UEs may transmit preambles to the small ce l;

receiving a list of preambles f ro the second base station and associated time

slots for the transmission of preambles by macrocell UEs; for each of a plurality, or

a subset, of user devices being served by the first base station, assigning a

received preamble and transmission time slot to the user device, transmitting the

assigned preamble to the user device, and ordering each user device to transmit

the assigned preamble on the resources used by the second base station's

PRACH; receiving a list of preambles from the second base station, wherein the

list of preambles comprises one or more preambles which were received at the



s

second base station from a macrocell use device; and identifying the at feast one

interfering user device the list of preambles.

[0 ] n an additional embodiment, a system for identifying an Interfering

macrocell user device is disclosed, The system comprises a first base station

S configured to: receive an interference indication messag from a seco d base

station, the interference indication message comprising an indication t a the

second base station s experiencing uplink interference f om at least one

interfering user device; receive a list o preambles from the second base station

and information about the second base station's Physical Random Access

D Channel (PRACH); for each of a plurality, or subset, of user devices being

served by the first base station, assign a received preamble to the user device *

transmit the assigned preamble to the user device, and order each user device to

transmit the assigned prea bl on the resources used y the second base

station's PRACH; receive a list of preambles from the second base station,

wherein the list of preambles comprises one or more preambles which were

received at the second base station fro a macrocell user device; and identify the

at least one interfering user device based on the list of preambles,

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The details of the present invention, both as to its structure and

3 operation, may be gleaned in part by study of the accompanying drawings, n

which like reference numerals refer to lik parts, and in which:

FIG 1 Illustrates a scenario in which a UE is causing interference on an

uplink channel of a small cell;

[002 F G. 2 illustrates the signaling for a method of identifying an interfering

5 UE, according to an embodiment;

[0022| F G. 3 illustrates a difference In iming advances for a UE with respect to

a macrocell and s all cell;

[0023] FIG. 4 illustrates timing advance adjustment according to a

embodiment:



[00241 FIG. illustrates relationships between a macroceli, small cell, and UEs

in a described scena o;

[0025 FIG, 8 illustrates example sub-frames of a macroceli and small ce l

uplink with example propagation delays, according to an embodiment; and

FIG, 7 illustrates a example device that may be used n connection with

various embodiments described herein,

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027 In an embodiment, the disclosed systems and methods provide a means

fo a macroceli and small ce l to cooperate to identify interfering UE s At a h gh

level, the macroceli initiates a transmission of Information, such as a preamble,

from one or more potentially Interfering UE to th small cell, for Instance, on the

uplink control channel and/or uplink data channel of the small ce l The results of

these transmissions can then foe relayed to the macroceli by the small cell, and

used by the macroceli to identify the interfering E{$}* t should be understood

that, although the systems and methods will be described herein w th reference to

a macroceli and small ceil, t e disclosed systems a d methods are applicable to

any pair of overlapping cells n which one or more of the ce ls has unbalanced

uplink and downlink coverage areas (e.g., combinations of macroceli and

macroceli, as well as small cell and small cell). It should also be understood that

these systems and methods are not limited to a pair of cells, but may be utilized

with any number of overlapping cells (e.g., three or more).

002 | Overview of Preamble Usage on A H n

002 n mobile systems, such as LIE systems, a UE performs a physical non-

synchronized random access A ) procedure whenever t attempts to access a

base station to which i Is not synchronised. The UE may perform such a

pfocedure when it powers on, transitions fro an idle mode to a connected mode,

is handed over between neighboring base stations, receives a Physical Downlink

Control Channel (PDCCH) order from a base station, etc. In general, in an LTE



system, whenever th UE is unsyn hr nize with an 8 t only access the

eNB using t e RA procedure.

The first step of the RA procedure Is that a UE transmits a preamble on

a Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH),. The preamble i a sequence e.g,

a binary sequence) that s selected from a cell-specific set of sequences that are

defined in the LTE physical layer specifications. Sequences of preambles are

generally partitioned or allocated between neighboring cells so as to prevent the

use of the same preamble by neighboring cells. Preambles are designed to

facilitate detection even when a UE has not yet synchronized ts uplink signal with

the new base station. The preamble transmission allows the eNB to determine the

propagation delay between the UE a d the e NS The eNB then provides the UE

with a timing advance value which indicates at what time the UE should begin its

uplink transmissions to compensate for the propagation delay. It should be

understood that, while preambles will be discussed primarily herein in relation to

LTE systems, other systems use preambles in an identical or similar manner.

Accordingly, the disclosed systems and methods can he easily adapted t an

such system by an individual having skill in the art,

[0 31 Preambles may be used in contention-less procedure (also known as

a non-contention-based procedure) or a contention-based procedure, In a

contention-less procedure, a UE is assigned a unique preamble y the base

station being accesse The assigned preamble is u ique relative to other

assigned preambles. Thus, the U can use the unique preamble to access the

base station without having o contend with other UE utilizing the same preamble.

In contrast, n a contention-based procedure, two UE may utilize the same

preamble. Thus, the procedure must b able t resolve conflicts caused by the

use of the same preamble y two separate UEs Such conflict resolution means

are well-known in the art an will not b discussed in detail herein ,

[0032] Preamble transmission on the PRACH is designed to raise the detection

probability when the UE and eNB are not synchronized in the uplink channel and

to facilitate the de ina ion of the propagation delay. In LTE systems, PRACH



time duration is generally one to three milliseconds. Thi ti e duration may

include a guard t me period to handle timing uncertainty and multiple formats for

dealing with different amounts of delay, and a means for andling frequency

offsets between a UE and e B.

0033 tdentjf lea on of Interfering Use E u n ent

[00341 FIG. 2 is a diagram of the signaling for a process of identifying one or

more interfering , according to an embodiment. As discussed above, sma l

cell 0 detects interference from one or more unidentified UEs o a radio carrier,

which is being utilized, for instance, by both acrocei 0 and small ceil 0 . The

small cell may be a femtoeeii, picoceli, rnicroce or other type of cell (including a

macroceii) with an uplink coverage area 132 which overlaps a coverage area 2

of macroce i ,

C003SJ At time the small cell 130 ma notify the macroceii 120 concerning

the interference. For example, this notification may b provided over a terrestrial

connection between the two base stations of small cell 130 and macroceii 120,

The X2 interface of the LTE standard on such connection which may be

utilized for such notifications, as well as other communications between macroceii

120 and small ce l 130 discussed herein. However, it should be understood that

alternative or additional methods of communication between macroceii 1 0 and

small cell 130 are possible. The particular method o communication used

between the macroceii 0 and small cell 1 s not critical to the disclosed

embodiments, an suitable communication methods are well-known in the art.

Accordingly, such methods w ll not be discussed n detail herein.

[0036] In an embodiment, the small cell base station provides the macroceii

base station with an indication of uplink Interference associated with a particular

carrier, This interference indication may b sen as soon as possible after the

Interference has been detected. This interference indication ight not be

associated with particular sub-carriers of the carrier, and the Interference

indication might not include an indication of the Interference power level. As but



one example, upl nk interference may be ut not restricted to be

comprised of a single bit of information for one carrier,

[0 3?] At time t2, the macrocell 120 ma respond to small cell 130, The

response may comprise a notification thai the interfering UE{s) are unknown to

macrocell 1 0 I an alternative embodiment, this response may be omitted.

[0038] At time t3, small ce l 130 communicates access information to macrocell

12 This access information enables a UE to access small cell 130 on the uplink

control channel and/or uplink data channel of s all cell 30 (e.g., PRACH), In an

embodiment, the access Information comprises one o more preambles or an

identification of one or more preambles (e.g., an index and/or algorithm or other

data that the macrocell 1 0 may apply to determine the preambles itself). The

access information may further identify radio resources used by small ceil 0,

such as PRACH configuration information, time slot information, sub-carrier

information, frequency Information, and th like .

an embodiment which uses contention-less preambles, each of the

multiple preambles can be unique relative to the other ones of the multiple

preambles. The preambles may be determined by small cell 0 using known

techniques, snob as an algorithm or sequence. The number of preambles e .g.,

10, 25, 50 100} communicated or Identified t macrocell 120 may be a

predetermined system setting or may be determined by macrocell 120 and/or

small cell 130 e.g., according to an algorithm}. For instance, the response from

macrocell 0 to small cell 1 0, sent at time t2, may comprise an Identification o

the number of preambles desired by macrocell 0,

[0 4 At time t4, macrocell 120 may perform one or more actions for

facilitating the Identification of the interfering UE(s), For example, th macrocell

may firstly attempt to narrow dow the list of UEs being served by macrocell 120

to generate a list of one or more suspect UEs which are most likely interfering with

small cell 130. In an embodiment, macrocell 0 may select onl those UEs

meeting one or more criteria (e.g., location) indicative of a UE potentially

interfering with small ce l 130. As a illustrative example, the m cr cel s selection



of likely interfering n aero e!l UEs may be based on stored information that the

macrocell base station 0 collected from reports fro served UEs, as well as

information received from other base stations near macrocell 120, including small

eel! 0 For instance, neighbor cell Information may be reported by neighboring

base stations, including small cell 130, when the connections between the

macrocell base station 0 and th other base stations are established, Macrocell

0 may also use stored geometry information that was collected the past from

macrocell UEs that detected and provided measurements for small cell 0, This

information may be correlated with information known about a potentially

Interfering macrocell UE, such as measurements reports received from this

macrocell UE for cells it was able to detect, the timing advance being used with

the macrocell, and/or interference reports received from other base statio s

acro e! 1 0 ma be configured to select a predetermined maximum number of

suspect UEs, which may be equivalent to the number of preambles received fro

small cell 130, Alternatively, the macrocell 120 may treat every UE being served

by the macrocell 120 as a suspect UE {l,e,
:

potentially interfering UE). However,

eliminating some of the served UEs from consideration can reduce overhead and

Increase efficiency .

an embodiment, macrocell 0 assigns or maps the preambles to the

list of suspect UEs Identified by macrocell 120. ro 0 may store this

mapping in memory using a database, table, array, or other data structure- in th

manner, macrocell 120 may subsequently determine which UE corresponds to a

particular preamble by performing a looku using an identification of the preamble,

042 I an embodiment maeroceii 120 also estimates a timing advance or

timing advance adjustment for each UE in the list o suspect UEs. This estimation

process Is described In further detail below with reference to FIGS 3 and 4 ,

At time , macrocell 0 transmits, to each of th UEs in the ist of

suspect UEs, the preamble assigned to the UE, In the same message or in a

different message, macrocell 0 may also transmit, to each of the UEs in the list

of suspect UEs, the timing advance information estimated for the UE. Also in the



same message or In a different message, macroceil 0 may transmit a d tl a

information t each of the suspect UEs, such as additional access Information

received from small cell 130. Thus, each UE n the list of suspect UEs will receive

a preamble and, In some embodiments, timing advance information and/or access

Information, n embodiments which utilize contention-less preambles, each of

these UEs will receive a preamble tha is different tha the preamble received by

each of the other suspect UEs, As discussed above, an association between each

UE and the preamble assigned to and received by the UE may be stored in an

assignment mapping maintained by macroceil 1 0

|0 44 time , which represents a PRAC transmission opportunity, each of

the UEs which received a preamble from macroceil 1 0 transmits the preamble in

an uplink signal. Different UEs may transmit at different PRACH transmission

opportunities. in embodiments In which macroceil 120 provides access

Information to the suspect UEs, each may transmit the preamble on a control

channel or data channel o small cell 0 specified in and/or according to the

access information. For example, the UEs may transmit their respective

preambles on the PRACH of small ce 0 In addition, the UEs may transmit

their respective preambles according t their respective timing advance

information, as estimated by and received from macroceil 20

045 Small cell 0 will hav received the preamble from each of the UEs

which successfully accessed the small ceil 0 including one or more interfering

UEs, Accordingly, at time t , small cell 130 may transmit the preamble^} received

from the macroceil U£ $ to macroceil 120, At time macroceil 120 performs a

lookup on the stored mapping between UEs and preambles, based on the

preambie(s) received at time t from small cell 130. Consequently, the mapping

will return an identification of the interfering UE s) associated with the received

preamh!e(s),

I an embodiment, even small cell 30 s able to receive a preamble

from a UE tha it is not serving, it s not automatically assumed that the UE s an

interfering UE Rather, at t e t? or at a prior or subsequent time, small cell 3



may transmit, in addition to the received preambled), th signal strength of each

E for which a preambte(s) s received to macrocell 120 In other words, for

each received preamble, small cell transmits an identification of the preamble

a d the signal strength which the preamble transmission was received. Thus,

acro eil 120 receives a set o preambles and associated signal strengths.

Macrocell 1 0 can then sort or otherwise compare the received signal strengths to

determine which UE{s are most likely to be interfering with small el! 130 In an

embodiment, It s assumed the UE s w th the highest signal strengths are most

likely to he the interfering i E . Accordingly, macrocell 120 may perform a

lookup on th stored mapping to identify the Interfe g UE(s), based on the

preambles corresponding to the highest signal trength ) . For example, it small

cell 130 notifies macrocell 12 that three UEs are currently creating interference

on an uplink channel, macrocell 1 0 may determine that the three UEs with the

highest signal strength at small cell 130 are the interfering UEs, n another

embodiment, macrocell 120 may estimate the signa strength of the data channel

transmission from a macrocell UE that small cell 130 woul receive based on th

signa strength of the preamble received from small cell 130. Macrocell 1 0 can

then determine the interfering UEs based on the data transmission signal strength

measurement,

[8847] Onc macrocell 0 has identified the interfering UE s macrocell 120

may choose and perform one or more corrective actions to mitigate the

interference to small cell 130. For example, the corrective action may comprise

handing over the Interfering E s to be served by small coll 0, A another

example, the corrective action may comprise handing over the interfering UE s to

a different radio carrier being operated b macrocell 120, Such handover

techniques are well-known in the art, and therefore, will not be described in detail

herein.

Estimation of Timing Advance

[88491 For uplink transmissions in mobile communications systems, such a

LIE, a UE must compensate for transmission or propagation delay between the



UE and t e bas station with which th UE Is attempting to communicate.

Otherwise, transmissions from the UE will no arrive a the base station at the

proper time, .e , the time at which tl e base station is expecting to receive, and

thus looking fo , a transmission. Consequently, UE must k ow the transmission

delay between the UE and he base station with which i is communicating. This

timing compensation is ceiled the "timing advance/' and determining the uplink

timing advance is called "synchronization tt

[00 ] Typically, when a UE accesses a new base station, UE first

synchronizes with a base station's downlink channel usin downlink control

signals, and then transmits a preamble to the new base station. However, since

the transmission delay from the UE to the bas station is not yet known, when the

UE first transmits a preamble to a new base station on th uplink channel, the UE

has no yet synchronized with the uplink channel of the base station. Thus., the

preamble transmission Includes a gap to allow fo timing uncertainty. Once the

base station receives th transmission from the UE, the base station is able to

detect the preamble and determine the necessary timing advance for the UE. The

base station then transmits the timing advance to the UE using over-the~air

signaling. Accordingly, th UE s informed of the timing advance by the base

station.

[0051] However, in the scenario illustrated n FIG. 1, when macrocell UE 0

attempts to access small cell 130, this conventional synchronization process

between macrocell UE 10 and small cell 130 i no possible. Specifically, UE 10

Is not within the downlink coverage area 34 of small cel 130. Thus, UE 10 does

not have the opportunity to synchronize with th downlink channel of small ce l

130, and has no beginning reference point by which to send the uplink

transmission. Consequently, UE 110 does not know the timing advance required

for an uplink transmission to small cell 30.

0O 2J UE 0 only as the timing advance required for macrocell 0, which is

different than the timing advance required for small ceil 130 because of the

difference in the propagation delays. FIG. 3 illustrates the difference in the timing



advances for maer cai 0 and small cell 1 I a simple e bodim nt,

macrocell 120 cou d assume that the timing advance required between UE 110

a d small cell 130 is the same as between UE 10 and macrocell 120. However,

as shown, the timing advance Is generally proportional to distance. Thus, unless

UE 110 s equidistant to macrocell 120 and s all 130, the required timing

advances will likely differ.

[0053] In addition, macroeelf UE 0 is most likely closer to small cell 130 than

t rnacrocail 120, as illustrated in FIG. 5. Consequently, the maero e! timing

advance that macrocell UE 1 0 is using is likely greater than the propagation

delay between macrocell UE 110 and small cell 30, as can be seen n FIG. 6 .

T macrocell UE 10 transmissions based o the macrocell timing advance

would arrive before the start of the intended small-cell PRAC sub-frame, This

makes preamble detection more difficult since the RA procedure s designed to

detect preamble transmissions that are delayed from the Intended sub-frame (i.e.,

received after the start o the intended sub-frame, rather than before the Intended

sub-frame), I an embodiment, macrocell 120 sets the timing advance of

macrocell UE 110 to zero before it transmits the preamble n this case, when the

maeroce s a d small cell's frames and sub-frames are synchronized, the

mae cel s preamble transmission will be received by small cell 130 after the start

of the intended sub-frame,

[60541 In an embodiment, macrocell 0 estimates a timing advance e.g., at

time 4 in FIG. 2) for communication between UE 110 and small ceil 130. In order

to perform this estimation, macrocell 120 may obtain location information for small

cell 130. For example, macrocell 120 ma receive the location of small ce l 130

from s all cell 130 (e.g., via a X2 interface In a TE system). Alternatively, the

location of small cell 0 may be received from an Operations and Maintenance

OA ) system and stored in a memory of macrocell 0 Based on th location

information of small cell 30, maeroceli 120 calculates th distance between tself

and small ceil 130, Alternatively, the distance between macrocell 120 and small

cell 130 may be received from an OAM system and stored In a memory of



macroceli , i which case o distance calculation is required. Macroceli 0

can then translate the distance between macroceli 0 and small cell 0 into an

estimate of a transmission delay or propagation delay between macroceli 1 0 and

small cell 130. For example, the distance may he converted to a propagation

delay using a table or algorithm. In an embodiment, macr cel 0 assumes that a

potentially Interfering UE (e.g., UE 110} is near the edge of the coverage area of

small cell 130. A timing advance suitable for the macroceli UE's preamble

transmission to small cell 130 can be determined based on the distance between

the cells and the timing advance feeing used between the macroceli UE and

macroceli 120. For instance, if the macrocelfs and small cell's frames and sub-

frames ar synchronized and macroceli 120, the macroceli UE* and small cell 130

are spatially aligned with each other, macroceli 12 can determine the timing

advance by subtracting the propagation time associated with the distance between

the cells and the current timing advance. Th propagation time is determined by

multiplying the distance between the cells by the speed of light. Since it is

assumed mat the macroceli UE is located at the edge of the coverage area of

small cell 0, this timing advance value represents the maximum coverage radius

of small cell 1 0 as illustrated in FIG. S. In LIE systems, an absolute timing

advance value is provided to the UE when the U makes an initial access of a

new cell. Subsequently, timing advance adjustments may be provided to the UE.

The timing advance adjustment can be found by subtracting the propagation time

associated with the distance between the cells and the current timing advance,

and then subtracting this value from the current timing advance being used by the

UE.

{00553 Similarly, macroceli 1 0 may obtai the maximum cell size of small ceil

0. For example, macroceli 0 may receive the maximum cell size of small cell

130 from small cell 130 (e.g., via a X2 interface n a LTE system). Alternatively,

the maximum cell size of small cell 30 may be received from an QAM system and

stored in memory o macroceli 0. In an embodiment, macroceli 0 assumes

that a potentially interfering UE (e ,g UE 110) is near the edge of the coverage

area of small cell 130. A timing advance suitable fo the macroceli UE's preamble



transmission t small cell 130 can b determined based on the maximum size of

small ce l 130 and the timing advance being used between the macrocell UE an

macrocell 120, For instance, if macro eSs and small cell's frames an sub-

frames are synchronized a d macrocell 120, the macrocell UE, and small cell 0

are spatially aligned with each other, macrocell 120 ca use the small cell's

maximum c ll radius as the new timing advance value. The timing advance

adjustment value can be obtained by subtracting the small cell's maximum ceil

radius from the macrocell UE current timing advance. For the case n which the

n a roce 's and small ' frames and sub-frames are no synchronized, the base

stations may determine the difference In their timing by exchanging

synchronization information or by information received from an OA system. The

timing advance estimation for the macrocell UE's preamble transmission may then

be adjusted to compensate for this determined timing difference. Of course, the

E may be anywhere around the edge of small cell 0. Thus, In additional or

alternative embodiments, UE may utilize conventional techniques for determining

a more accurate location of a UE relative to small cell 30 (e.g.. Global Position

System (GPS) information, trlanguia!lon).

£0050} Using the estimate of the location o smal cel 0 and th location o

potentially interfering UE and an estimate of the location of the UE relative t

macrocell 1 0 macrocell 120 can estimate the timing advance or timing advance

adjustment required fo communication between the UE and small call 30 ,

057 For instance, as illustrated In FIGS. 4-8, the timing advance required

between UE 1 0 and macrocell 120 Is generally greater than the timing advance

required between UE 110 and small cell 130, This w l generally be the case when

UE 10 is closer to small call 130 than to macro ce l 0. as depicted In FIG 3.

Once macrocell 120 calculates an estimated timing advance or timing advance

adjustment, this timing advance information can be transmitted to the potentially

interfering UE for which It was calculated (e.g., at time tS in F G 2 . should be

understood that the timing advance information ma comprise either the timi g

advance required for the UE to transmit to s all cell 30, or a timing advance



adjustment which can foe applied to the timing advance required for the UE to

transmit to mac o e!l 120 to obtain the timing advance required for the UE to

transmit to small ceil 130. Fo example, as shown in FIG. 4 the timing advance

for transmission between the UE a small cell 1 0 s shorter than the timing

advance for transmission between the UE and macroceil 120 Accordingly, n th s

case a timing advance adjustment would comprise a value that can be subtracted

from the timing advance for transmission between the U and macroceil 0 to

obtain the timing advance for transmission between the UE and smell cell 0.

[ 0 J Example Devices

085 ] FIG. ? is a block diagram illustrating an example wired or wireless

system 5S0 that be used in connection with vadoys embodiments described

herein. For example the system 5 0 may be used as, or n conjunction with, a UE,

such as UE 10 and/or a base station, such as macroceil 120 and/or small cell

130. The system 550 ca be a conventional personal computer, compcter server,

personal digital assistant, smart phone, tablet computer, vehicle navigation and/or

control system, base station controller, o any other processor-enabled device that

is capable of wired or wireless ata communication. Other computer systems

architectures may be also used, as will be clear to those skied in the art.

0068] The system S50 preferably nclude one or more processors, such as

processor 680, Additional processors may b provided, such as an auxiliary

processor to manage input/output, an auxiliary processor to perform floating point

mathematical operations, a special-purpose microprocessor having an architecture

suitable for fast execution of signal processing algorithms (e.g., digital signal

processor), a slave processor subordinate to the main processing system e.g.,

back-end processor), a additional microprocessor or controller for dual or multiple

processor systems, or a coprocessor. Such auxiliary processors may be discrete

processors or may be integrated with the processor S80.

[0061 The processor 5 0 is preferably connected to a communication bus 555,

The communication bus 5 5 may include a data channel for facilitating Information

transfer between storage and other peripheral components o the system 560.



The m n atl bus 555 further may provide a set of used for

communication with the processor 560, Including a data bus, address bus, and

control bus ( ot shown). The communication bus 55 may comprise an standard

or non-standard bus architecture such as, for example, bus architectures

compliant with industry standard architecture ("ISA"), extended industry standard

architecture ("EISA"), Micro Channel Architecture ( tCA ) peripheral component

interconnect ("PCI") local bus, or standards promulgated by the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers ("IEEE") Including IEE 488 general-purpose

interface bus {" P EEE 6 6 S 0, an the like,

System S0 preferably includes a main memory 5 5 and may also

Include secondary memory 570, T e mai memory 5 5 provides storage of

Instructions and data for programs executing o the processor 560, such as the

overlay module and/or handwriting recognition module discussed above. The

ma n memory 585 i typically semiconductor-hased memory such as dynamic

random access memory ('ORAM") and/or static random access memory

SRAIv ) Other semiconductor-based memor types Include, for example,

synchronous dynamic random access memory ("SDRAM"), Rambus dynamic

random acces memory ("RDRAM"), ferroelectric random access memory

( RA v ) and the like, including read only memory

The secondary memory 570 may optionally include an internal memory

575 and/or a removable medium 80, for example a floppy disk drive, a magnetic

tape drive, a compact disc ("CO") drive, a digital versatile disc DVD ) drive, etc..

The removable medium 580 is read from and/or written to in a well-known manner.

Removable storage medium S8 may be, for example, a floppy disk, magnetic

tape, CD, DVD, SD card, etc

[ 064| The removable storage medium 5 0 s a non-transitory computer-

readable medium having stored thereon computer executable code i.e., software)

and/or data. The computer software or data stored on the removable storage

medium 580 is read into the s stem 550 for execution by the processor 80,

[0065] In alternative embodiments, secondary memory 570 may include other

similar means for allowing computer programs or other data o Instructions to ho



loaded Int t system 50 Such means may include, for example, an external

storage medium 595 a d an Interface 590. Examples of external storage medium

59 may Include a external hard disk drive or an external optical drive, or and

external magneto-optical drive.

Other examples of secondary memory 570 may include semiconductor-

based memory such as programmable read-only memory ("PROM"), erasable

programmable read-only memory "E , electrically erasable read-only

memory EEPR " , or flash memory (block oriented memory similar to

EPR0 , Also included are an other removable storage media 580 and

communication Interface 590, which allow software and data to be transferred from

an external medium 595 to the system 550.

[0 S7J The communication Interface 590 allows software and data to be

transferred between system 550 and external device (e.g. printers), networks, or

Information sources. For example, computer software or executable code may be

transferred to system 550 from a network server v a -communication interface 590,

Examples of communication interface 90 include a modem, a network Interface

card ("NIC"), a wireless data card, a communications port, a PCMCIA slot and

card, an infrared interface, and an IEEE 1394 fire-wire, just to name a few.

£0 S ] Communication interface 590 preferably implements industry-

promulgated protocol standards, such as Ethernet EEE 802 standards, Fiber

Channel, digital subscriber line ("DSL"), asynchronous digital subscriber li e

{"ADSL"'}, frame relay, asynchronous transfer mode ("ATM"), integrated digital

services network ("ISDN"), personal communications services {"PCS"),

transmission control protocol/Internet protocol ("TCP/IP"), serial line Internet

protocol/point to point protocol SU P PPP , and so on, but may also implement

customized or non-standard Interface protocols as well.

O Software end data transferred via communication interface 90 are

generally in the form of electrical communication signals 60 . These signals 605

are preferably provided to communication interface 590 via a communication

channel 800. in one embodiment, the communication channel 600 may he a wired

or wireles network, or any variety of other communication links. Communication



channel 600 carries signals 605 and can he implemented using a variety of wired

or wireless communication means Including w re or cable, fiber optics,

conventional phone line, cellular phone link, wireless data communication link,

radio frequency ) link, or Infrared , fust to nam few.

0 78 Computer executable code (i.e., computer programs or software) is

stored In the main memory 65 and/or the secondary memory 5?0 Computer

programs can also he received via communication Interface 90 and stored n the

ala memory 565 and/or the secondary memory 570, Such computer programs,

when executed, enable the system 550 to perform the various functions of the

present invention as previously described .

[00 1 In this description, the term "computer-readable rnediurn* is used to refer

to any non-transitory computer-readable storage media used to provide computer

executable code ,, software and computer programs) to the system 550.

Examples of these media include main memory 585, secondary memory 70

(including internal memory 575, removable medium 580 and external storage

medium 95), and any peripheral device communicatively coupled with

communication interface 590 (Including a network information server or other

network device).. These nomtransltory computer-readable mediums are means for

providing executable code, programming instructions, end software to the system

0872J In an embodiment that Is implemented using software, th software may

ha stored on a computer-readable medium and loaded into the system 5 0 by way

of removable medium 580, /O interface 585, or communication interface 5 0 In

such an embodiment, the software Is loaded Into the system 550 in the form of

electrical communication signals 805. The software, when executed by the

processor 560, preferably causes the processor 560 to perform th inventive

features and functions previously described herein.

[ 073 The system 550 also includes optional wireless communication

components that facilitate wireless communication over voice and over a data

network. The wireles communication components comprise an antenna system

610, a radio system 6 a d a baseband system 820 In the system 550, radio



frequency F ) signals ar transmitted and received over the air by the antenna

system 810 under the management of the radio system 6 .

0074 In one embodiment, the antenna system 6 may comprise one o more

antennae and one or more multiplexors (not shown) that perform a switching

function to provide the antenna system with transmit a d receive signal paths.

n the receive path, received RF signals can foe coupled from a multiplexor to a low

noise amplifier (not shewn) thai amplifies the received RF signal and sends the

amplified signal to the radio system 8 .

[0075] n alternative embodiments, the radio syste 1 may comprise one or

ore radios that are configured te communicate over various frequencies. In one

embodiment, the radio system 6 may combine a demodulator (not shown) and

modulator (not shown) in one integrated circuit . The demodulator and

modulator can als b separate components. the incoming path, the

demodulator strips away th RF carrier signal leaving a baseband receive audio

signal, which is sent from the radio system 8 to the baseband system 620.

[0 76] f the received signal contains audio information, then baseband system

8.20 decodes the signal and converts t to an analog signal. Then the signal s

amplified and sent to a speaker. The baseband system 820 also receives analog

audio signals from a microphone. These analog audio signals am converted to

digital signals and encoded y the baseband system 620 The baseband system

820 also codes th digital signals for transmission and generates a baseband

transmit audio signal that is routed to the modulator portion of th radio system

5, The modulator mixes the baseband transmit audio signal with an RF carrier

signal generating an RF transmit signal tha is routed to the antenna system and

may pass through a power amplifier (not shown). The power amplifier amplifies

th RF transmit signal and routes It to the antenna system 6 where the signal is

switched to the antenna port for transmission.

| 077| The baseband system 620 is also communicatively coupled with the

processor 580, The central processing unit 580 has access to date storage areas

565 and 670. The central processing un t 60 is preferably configured to execute

instructions (i.e., computer programs or software) that can be stored n the



emor 68 or the secondary memory 0. Computer programs can also be

received from the baseband processor 610 and stored in the data storage area

56 or n secondary memory 5 0, or executed upon receipt Such computer

programs, n executed, enable the system 550 to perform the various functions

of the present a previously described. For example, data storage areas

565 and/or 570 may include various software modules (not shown) that were

previously described with respect to FIGS, 2 and 3,

[0078] Various embodiments may also be implemented primarily in hardware

using, for example, components such as application specific integrated circuits

("ASICs"), or field programmable gate arrays *FFGAs * implementation of a

hardware state machine capable of performing the functions described herein will

also be apparent to those skilled n th relevant art Various embodiments may

also be implemented using a combination of both hardware and software.

f¾0? f Furthermore, those of skill in the art will appreciate that the various

illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and method steps described In

connection with the above described figures and the embodiments disclosed

herein can often be implemented as electronic hardware, computer software, or

combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this Interchange-ability of hardware and

software, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and steps

have been described above generally In terms of their functionality. Whether such

functionality Is Implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular

application and design constraints imposed on the overall system, Skilled persons

can implement the described functionality in varying ways for each particular

application, but such Implementation decisions should not be interpreted a

causing a departure from the scope o the invention. In addition, the grouping of

functions within a module, block, circuit or step Is for ease of description. Specific

functions or steps can be move from one module, block or circuit to another

without departing from the invention.

Moreover, the various illustrative logical blocks, modules, an methods

described n connection with the embodiments disclosed herein can be

implemented or performed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal



processor (*0$P * ), a ASIC, FPGA or other programmable logic device, discrete

gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof

designed to perform th functions described herein. A general-purpose processor

can be microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor can be any

processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine, A processor can also be

implemented as a combination of computing devices, for example, a combination

of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or more

microprocessors In conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration

[008 Additionally, the steps of method or algorithm described in connection

wi t the embodiments disclosed herein can be embodied directly in hardware, in a

software module executed by a processor, or in a combination of he two. A

software module can reside in RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory,

EPROM memory, EPRO memory, registers, ard disk, a removable disk, a

CD-ROM, or an other form of storage medium including a network storage

medium. An exemplary storage medium can be coupled to the processor such the

processor can read information from, and write information to, the storage

medium. In the alternative, the storage medium ca be integral t the processor.

Th processor and the storage medium can also reside in an ASIC,

0 2 The above description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to

enable any person skilled n the art to make or use the invention. Various

modifications to these embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled n the

art, and the generic principles described herein can be applied to other

embodiments without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Thus, t s

to be understood that the description and drawings presented herein represent

certain embodiments of the invention and are therefore representative of the

subject matter which is broadly contemplated by the present invention. It is further

understood that the scope of the present invention fully encompasses other

embodiments that may become obvious to those skilled n the art and that the

scope of the present invention Is accordingly not limited.



A method fo identifying an interfering user device being served by a first

base station of a cellular network, method comprising, by the first base station:

receiving an interference indication message from a second base

station, the interference indication message comprising an indication that

the second base station s experiencing uplink interference from at least

one interfering user device;

for each of a plurality o use devices being served by the first base

station, assigning a preamble to the user device, and transmitting the

assigned preamble to the user device;

receiving a list of preambles from the second base station, wherein

the list of preambles comprises one or more preambles which were

received at th second base station from one of the plurality of user

devices; and

identifying the a least one interfering user device based on t e list of

preambles,

2. The method of Claim , further comprising:

receiving configuration information from the second base station,

wherein th configuration information comprises an Identification of one or

more resources allocated to a Physical Random Access Channel (FRACH)

of the second base station arid one or more time slots for preamble

transmission; and,

for each of th plurality of user devices, further assigning one of the

one o more time slots to th user device, a d ordering th user device to

transmit the assigned preamble o the one or more resources allocated to

the PRACH of the second base station .

3. The method of Claim 1, further comprising, b the first base station, for

each of the plurality of use devices:



estimating timing advance information comprising a transmission

delay- between the user device and the second base station; and

transmitting the estimated timing advance information to the user

device,

4 The method of Claim 3 wherein estimating timing advance information

comprises:

determining a location of the user device;

determining a location of the second base station; and

estimating a propagation distance between the user device and the

second base station,

δ . The method of Clai 1, further comprising, by the first base station,

receiving a plurality of preambles from the second base station, a d wherein

assigning a preamble to a user device comprises assigning preamble from the

plurality of preambles.

8 . The method of Clai , wherein each assigned preamble s uniq e from the

other assigned preambles,

7 The method of Claim 1 further comprising, by the first base station,

performing at least one corrective action,

8 . The method of Claim 7, wherein the at least one corrective action

comprises one or more of Initiating a handover procedure of the at least one

interfering user device from the first base station to the second base station, and

initiating a handover procedure of the at least one interfering user device from a

first radio earner to a second radio carrier.

9. Th method of Claim , further comprising, by the first base station, for

each assigned preamble, storing an association between th preamble and th

assigned user device, and wherein identifying the at leas one interfering user

device based on the list of preambles comprises identifying an association



between- at least o e of t! e one or mor preambles i the list of preambles and a

use device assigned to the a least one preamble,

10. The method of Claim 1, further comprising, by th first base station,

selecting the plurality of user devices, wherein the plurality of user devices

consists of fewer than all user devices being served by the first base station

. The method of Claim 1, further comprising, by the second base station:

defecting the at least one Interfering user device;

transmitting the Interference indication message to the first base

station;

receiving one or more preambles from one or more user devices;

an

transmitting a list of the received one or more preambles- o the first

base station.

12. A system for mitigating Interference at a base station of a cellular network,

the system comprising a first base station configured to:

receive a interference indication message from a second base

station, the Interference indication message composing an Indication that

the second base station Is experiencing interference from at least one

interfering user device;

for each of a plurality of user devices being served by the first base

station, assign a preamble to the user device, and transmit th assigned

preamble to th user device;

receive a list of preambles from the second base station, wherein the

list of preambles comprises one or more preambles which were received at

the second base station from one of the plurality of use devices; a d

identif the at least one interfering user device based on the l st o

preambles

. The system of Claim 12 wherein the first base station Is further configured

to:



receive configuration information from the second bass station,

wherein the configuration information comprises an identification of o or

more resources allocated to a Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH)

of t e second base station and one or more time slots for preamble

transmission; and,

for each of the plura ty of user devices, further assign on of the one

or more time slots to the user device, and order the user device to transmit

the assigned preamble on the one or more resources allocated to the

PRACH of the second base station.

14. The system of Claim 12 wherein the first bas station is further configured

to:

estimate timing advanc information comprising a transmission delay

between t e user device and the second base station; and

transmit the estimated timing advance information to the user device,

. The system o Claim 14, wherein estimating timing advance information

comprises:

determining a location of the user device;

determining a location of the second base station; and

estimating a propagation distance between the user device and the

second base station,

, Th system of Claim 1 , wherein the first base station Is further configured

to receive a plurality of preambles from the second base station, an wherein

assigning a preamble to a user device comprises assigning a preamble from the

plurality of preambles.

17. Th system of Claim , wherein each assigned preamble s unique from

the other assigned preambles

. The system of Claim 12, wherein th first base station is further configured

to perform at least one corrective action.



19 The system of 18, wherein the at eas o e corrective action

comprises one or more of initiating a handover procedure of the at least one

interfering user device f o the first base statio to the second base station, and

initiating a handover procedure of the at least one interfering user device from a

first radio carrier to a second radio carrier.

20. The system of Claim wherein the first base station is further configured

to, for each assigned preamble, store an association between the preamble od

the assigned user device, and wherein identifying the at least one interfering user

device based on the list of preambles comprises Identifying an association

between at least one of the one or more preambles in the list of preambles and a

user device assigned to the at least one preamble,

2 1. The system of Claim 12, wherein the first base station s further configured

to select the plurality of user devices, wherein the plurality of user devices consists

of fewer tha alt user devices being served by the first base station.

22. The system of Claim 12 further comprising the second base station,

wherein the second base station Is configured to

detect the at least one interfering user device;

transmit the interference indication message to the first base station;

receive one or more preambles from one or more user devices; and

transmit list of the received one or mor preambles to the first base

station,

23, A system for mitigating interference at a base station of a cellular network

the system comprising;

a first base station configured to

detect at least one interfering user device, and

transmit an interference indication to a second base station as soon

as possible afte the detection o the at least one interfering user device,

wherein the Interference indication represents an Indication of interference

across a whole carrier; and



a second base station configured to

receive the interference indication fro the first base station, the

interference indication message comprising an indication that the first base

station s experiencing interference from a t least one interfering user device,

fo each of a plurality of user devices being served b y the second

base station, assign a preamble to the user device, and transmit the

assigned preamble to the user device,

receive a list o f from the first base station, wherein the list

of preambles comprises one or more preambles which were received at the

first base station fro one of the plurality of user devices, and

identify the at least one Interfering user device based on the list of

preambles.

24. Th system of Claim 23, wherein the interference indication co sists of a

single bit.
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